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Just Beyond The Edge
A real page turner! Twists and turns galore.
Well worth taking the journey. --Michael
Grais, Producer, Screenwriter, Poltergeist
and Border Wars.
Lots of action,
compelling characters. Packed with
romantic suspense. Will keep even the
most avid reader entertained.-- Bonnie
Gordon Chief Editor, Smithsonian, Author,
Poet Chase Chandler, a contract agent for
the FBI, posing as an international
corporate executive, is on assignment in
Mexico to retrieve a murderer hiding out
under the protection of a Mexican drug
lord. Always the consummate professional,
Chase is immediately knocked off track
when he meets a noted flamenco dancer,
Lorena Sontoya. A passionate affair ensues
but it is soon threatened when Chases
mission backfires and Lorena is kidnapped
by the vengeful drug lord. Chase ultimately
rescues Lorena but the suspense of who
will eventually prevail in this lethal game
for dominance is just beginning. At the
same time as Chase and Lorena are trying
to put their lives back together, Diego
Sanchez,
an
international
fencing
champion, is returning home to Mexico
after a twenty-year absence only to
discover his affair at the age of nineteen
produced an illegitimate son. Always
haunted by his past, Diego begins a quest
to find his son that takes him down the
darkest passageways of deception and
treachery. During his search for answers,
Diego encounters Lorena, who is estranged
from Chase after he breaks his promise to
never go out on another mission.
Tormented by the question of her future
with Chase, Lorena turns to Diego. The
resulting conflict encircling this triad is
fraught with suspicion and betrayal leaving no one untouched by the steadfast
grip of uncertainty.
Captivating
storytelling. For someone who enjoys a
good summer read, this was right up my
alley. - Peter Speek Producer, Warren
Miller Film Productions
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Beyond the Edge [DVD]: : Chad Moffitt, Sonam Sherpa Join host Tracy Ross every Saturday for an eclectic mix of
folk, rock, pop, alt-country, Americana, blues and other genres on Beyond The Edge. From Tom Waits : Beyond the
Edge: Chad Moffitt, Sonam Sherpa All the classic angles that you like to see in an action novel. Suspense, betrayal
and a final twist at the end. - Gunnar Erickson Author of The Independent Film Prompt #1 - Just beyond the edge of
the woods - Beyond the Edge [Mike Dennison] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying There are just a few Mike
Dennisons in the world. For the rest of us, theres Living Just Beyond Your Edge - Dominick Quartuccio He should
lean just slightly beyond the edge of fear and discomfort. Constantly. In everything he does. Once you are honest with
yourself about your real edge, Beyond The Edge- Barber & Hairdresser - Hair Salon - Barber Shop Beyond the
edge has highly professional hairdresser and Barbers. They Wash, Style Cut + Blow wave or GHD Straighten Now only
$50 until October 31st. : Beyond the Edge: Casper Van Dien, Sean Maher B. Central Pennsylvania was just beyond
the edge of the Canadian ice. C. Central Pennsylvania was from GEOSC 010 at PSU. Knitting Beyond the Edge: Cuffs
& Collars*Necklines*Corners XThe girl waited skittishly just beyond the south entrance to the throne room. She was
not sure what was happening, but it seemed as if everyone had all of a Beyond the Edge of the Earth - Google Books
Result Freefall: Living Life Beyond The Edge [Sally Anderson] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This is just
not another self-help book but an Beyond the Edge - Available on DVD/Blu-Ray, reviews, trailers It would just be
better, it really would, if he waited over there at the edge or even beyond the edge of the kitchen area. The New Yorker.
5. Berkeley: an insider B Central Pennsylvania was just beyond the edge of the Canadian Just beyond the edge of
the woods there was this log-cabin, I know very cliche, but thats what it was. This thing was covered in cobwebs, the
Beyond the Edge of the Map - Google Books Result The carts just around the next corner. Quinns mind raced,
calculating that he didnt have long before the third man was back. If he was going to avoid being : Beyond The Edge:
Casper Van Dien, Sean Maher We were seated in miniature plastic chairs, eating cucumber, the only alternative to
the ubiquitous processed Chinese snacks sold in rural Beyond The Edge - Home Facebook This item:Beyond the Edge
[DVD] by Chad Moffitt DVD ?15.58 . who, prior to this film, had just been a name in my head, a statistic of
mountaineering history. Beyond The Edge WKMS Nicky Epstein goes Beyond the Edge in this third installment of
her blockbuster Edgings Her ideas are just brilliant, and the instructions are very easy to follow. National Geographic
Adventure Blog: Beyond the Edge Available on DVD/Blu-Ray, plus trailers and reviews for Beyond the Edge.
Adventure, a mix of documentary and dramatic reenactments, following Kiwi Beyond the Edge (2013) - IMDb Buy
Beyond the Edge: Read 31 Movies & TV Reviews - . about various props and their relationship with the plot, instead I
just wondered. What Lies Beyond the Edge of the Observable Universe? - Futurism Beyond the Edge stars Sean
Maher and Casper Van Dien as a scientist into the abyss you open, a catch or loophole awaits just at the outset. Beyond
the Edge: New Yorks New Waterfront: Raymond W. Gastil : Beyond The Edge: Casper Van Dien, Sean Maher,
Thomas Zellen: Thirteen years into their journey, they have found only darkness, the known Lean Just Beyond Your
Edge Buy Beyond the Edge: One Womans Journey Out of Post-natal Depression and Anxiety by Hazel Rolston,
Jennifer Rees Only 1 left in stock (more on the way). : Just Beyond the Edge (9781936400386): Michael Beyond the
Edge sports the best beer selection in Nashville with over 120 different beers and over Where else can you win great
prizes just for drinking beer?! Beyond the Edge: Mike Dennison: 9780967258218: : Beyond the Edge: Chad Moffitt,
Sonam Sherpa, LeAnne Pooley: Movies & TV. Only 9 left in stock (more on the way). Ships from and sold by Catalog
Page for PIA06618 - NASA Photojournal Take my hand and youll see. Twig moved a step closer. His ankle jarred.
The gloamair just beyond the Edge trembled. Its monstrous face contorted with pain. Beyond the Edge of the Sea:
Sailing with Jason and the Argonauts, - Google Books Result Beyond the Edge: New Yorks New Waterfront
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[Raymond W. Gastil] on . Will New Yorks future waterfront development be ruled only by issues of PIA06618:
Pandora at the Edge. Pandora is seen in this dramatic view, orbiting just beyond the outer edge of Saturns. Target Name:
Pandora. Is a satellite of: Freefall: Living Life Beyond The Edge: Sally Anderson A lot more universe exists beyond
what we are able to observe. Ultimately, this means that we could only reach the edge of the observable universe if we
Beyond The Edge Film Review The Hollywood Outsider - Movie Buy Beyond the Edge: Read 31 Movies & TV
Reviews - . about various props and their relationship with the plot, instead I just wondered. Beyond the Edge: One
Womans Journey Out of Post-natal 6 years ago, these words forever changed how I attacked life: In any given
moment, a mans growth is optimized if he leans just beyond his edge, his capacity,
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